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REPORT OF THE STANDING COMMITTEE ON UNIFORM LEGISLATION AND STATUTES

REVIEW

IN RELATION TO THE

FIRST HOME OWNER GRANT AMENDMENT BILL 2009

REFERE:ME ANI PROCEDI.RF

1.1 The First Home Owner Grant Amendment Bill 2009 Bill was introduced into the

Legislative Council on 8th April 2009 by lion Barry House MLC, then Parliamentary

Secretary representing the Treasurer Parliamentary Secretary.' Following its

Second Reading, the Bill was not automatically referred to the Uniform Legislation

and Statutes Review Committee Committee.

1.2 On S May 2009, the then President of the Legislative Council made the following

statement.

On !L't/nesday. 8 April 2009, the First ionic Owner Grant

- I tnendtnent Bill 2009 was read titlist inc. antI debate on i/ic bill was

adjourned at the conclitsion of the Parliamentary Secretamy s second

reading speech. Standing order 230.! applies to the bill. / advise the

Hoite that fl/c' bill now stands referred to f/ic' Standing Conunittee on

Uniform Legislation and Statutes Review pursuant to Standing Order

2301.2

1.3 l'he Committee is required to report to the Legislative Council on its inquiry into the

Bill not later than 30 days from the day of the referral pursuant to Standing Order

230A4. On 21 May 2009, the Legislative Council granted an extension of the

reporting date to 30 June 2009.

2 INQI:IIn PROCEDURE:

2.1 Ihe Committee's inquiry into the Bill proceeded by way of a hearing on 17 June 2009

with the Commissioner of State Revenue and representatives from the Office of State

Hon Bar! House ILC. then Parliamentary SeL-relar representing the I reasurer, Western Australia.

Legislative Council. Partiarneniarv Dehaie, Jlamtuth. 8" April 2009. pp:951.2953.

2
Hon Nick Grifliths. MLC. then President of the Legislative Council. Western Australia. Legislative

Council. Parliamenfary Debates Hansard.
5th May 2009. p3 187.
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Revenue OSR.3 The Committee extends its appreciation to the witnesses for their

attendance and assistance. A transcript of the hearing is provided at Appendix I.

2.2 i'he Committee advertised the inquiry in The iLst Australia;; of 9 May 2009 and

wrote to stakeholders, a list of which is attached at Appendix 2. Two submissions

were received. Details of the inquiry were published on the Committee's website.

3 UNIFORM LEGISLATION

3.1 National legislative schemes implementing uniform legislation take a variety of forms.

Nine different structures, each with a varying degree of emphasis on national

consistency or uniformity of laws and adaptability, have been identified. The

structures are summarised in Appendix 3. The Bill resembles Structure 1:

Complementary Commonwealth-State or Co-operative Legislation.

3.2 When scrutinising uniform legislation, the Committee considers various fundamental

legislative scrutiny principles. Although not formally adopted by the Legislative

Council as part of the Committee's terms of reference, the Committee applies the

principles as a convenient framework.1 These principles are set out in Appendix 4.

4 BACKGROINDTOTHI BILL

4.1 The First Home Owner Scheme FHOS was introduced on I July 2000 to offset the

effect of the goods and services tax on home ownership price.5 The FHOS is a

uniform, national scheme funded by the States and Territories and administered under

their own legislation. Under the current FIIOS, a one-off grant of up to $7,000 is

payable to first home owners who satisfy all the eligibility criteria. A predecessor of

the Committee, the Standing Committee on Constitutional Affairs, scrutinised the

original, First Home Owner Grant Bill 2000 and tabled a report on 17 May 2000."

4.2 On 14 October 2008 and as part of a response to the global economic slowdown,7 the

Commonwealth Government announced a boost to the FIbS to 30 June 2009. On

Commonwealth Budget night 12 May 2009, an extension of the boost to the FHOS

[he witnesses crc Mr Bill Sullivan. Commissioner of Slate Revenue. XIs Nicole Suchenia. Director.

Legislation. Training and Re'iew. 0111cc of State Revenue. Department of Treason and Finance: and Mr

Nigel Mills. Director. Group 1. Oflice of State Revenue. Department ofIreasur' and Finance.

1
Further background on fundamental legislative principles can be ibund in a report by the predecessor

Committee, the Standing Committee on tJniorm Legislation and General Purposes. Refer to Western

Australia. l.egislatie Council. Standing Committee on t nilorm Legislation and General Purposes.

Repo `i 23. un' lurk of I/Ic' C OIl 10111k'" L,o'ioe th ` cc't0, 1,1 SC.'.' loll of 1/ic' Thirn'-.SLy,h / ` i/h,,' ni II - . I //gli. /

13 2002 to ,,o'cn,/'cr 16 2004. Nm ember 2004. pp4.9.

http://w w. Iirsthome.gov.uu/. ` iew ed on 24 March 2009.

6
Western Australia. l.egislati'e Council. Standing Coniniittee on Constitutional AIThirs. Report SI. First

ilonie loner Grant Bill 2000. 17 May 2000.

http://ww.economicstimulusplan.go au!. viewed on 24 larch 2009.
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for a further six months was announced. This extension comprises two periods of

time:

I from 30 June to 30 September 2009 where the current boost amounts

remain the same; then

2 from 1 October 2009 till 31 December 2009 the current boost amounts are

halved.t

4.3 The Committee noted that understandably neither the Bill nor its supporting

documentation reflects the extended boost arrangements but at a hearing, the

Commissioner of State Revenue provided a document titled First Home Owezer Grunt

Amendment Bill 2009 - Drafi ame;zc/nients which indicates that it is the Government's

intention to introduce boost extension amendments to the Bill via a Supplementary

Notice Paper. This document is reproduced at Appendix 5.

5 SuPPORTING DocuMENl1TIoN

5.1 The OSR provided two items supporting the legislative proposal which are reproduced

at Appendix 6. These are the:

* The Council of Australian Governments Intergovernmental Agreement on

Federal Financial Relations signed December 2008 ICA; and

* Schedule A to the IGA.

5.2 The Committee noted that the IGA replaces the Intergovernmental Agreement on the

Refir;,, of Co,nnionwealth-State Inkuwial Relations signed following Premiers'

conferences of 13 November 1998 and 9 April 1999.'

Key features of the ICA

5.3 These are:

* it facilitates the implementation of social and economic reforms in areas of

national importance;'

* parties acknowledge that coordinated action is necessary to address many of

the economic and social challenges confronting Australia;''

Department uI Treasury and Finance Br/ding AoIL. Commonwealth Budget-Changes required to the First

Home ner C rant Amendment Bill 209. p1

At those conl'erence. all StUtL' and Territories agreed to undertake necessary steps to ha'e appropriate

legislation enacted to gi e e liect to the reform measures contained in the agreement. In addition to the

FHOS. agreement was reached about ceasing to apply linancial institutions dut from July I 2001.

ceasing State diesel subsidies and ensuring payroll tax is not levied on top of the Goods and Services Tax.

The Intergovernmental Agreement on Federal Financial Relations. Preliminaries, clause 1b.

3
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* it operates indefinitely from 1 January 2009;12

* the Parties, by unanimous agreement in writing can revoke the indefinite

nature of the agreement;

* stronger incentives to implement economic and social reforms;'4

* the ongoing provision of Goods and Services Tax payments to Western

Australia;

* that it is not the intention of the Parties to alter the constitutional

responsibility of the parties;°' and

* national partnership payments to the States and Territories to reward those

that deliver on nationally significant reforms or service delivery

improvements'6

Key clauses in the Schedule to the ICA

5.4 The Committee noted that the vast majority of clauses from the intergovernmental

Agreement on the Reform of Connno;rt,'ealth-State Financial Relations signed 13

November 1998 and 9 April 1999 are restated in Schedule A to the IGA. The

Committee noted two new inclusions.'7

* Clause A30c. This clause introduces a requirement that eligible applicants

must be at least 18 years of age and that States and Territories have

discretion in allowing applicants to be below 18 years of age in genuine

cases where applicants are not trying to circumvent the eligibility criteria.

* Clause A30h. 1'his clause continues the theme from 1999 that assistance is

not means tested but then provides for the setting of a cap "not less than 1.4

jutes Perth's median house price as at the quarter immediately preceding

the date of the imposition of the cap. If Western Australia sets a cap, which

it proposes in this Bill, it must be reviewed on the anniversary of the

imposition of the cap and amended to ensure the cap remains no less than

The lnlergo ernrnental Agreement on Federal Financial Relations. Preliminaries, clause 2.

`2
Ibid. clause4.

°
Ibid. clause 4.

Ibid. Part 2. Objecties. clause 5Rl.

Ibid. Part 3. Principles, clause 6.

`6
Ibid. Part 3. Principles. Greater lncenti'cs fbi Economic and Social Relbnn. clause 24.

The Committee noted an exclusion was clause D2 of the 1999 IGA *hich stated: "Funding at graffls

under the FIR.15 mar no! be drawn from Home Purchase . l..'isIance JIPA funds provided through u/ic

Commonwealth State Hotcing Agreement. including the pool qi existing HP.1 revenues".

4
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1.4 times Perth's median house price as at the quarter immediately preceding

the date of revie.

Regarding clause .13Hc

5.5 The Committee queried the rationale for clause A30c. Mr Bill Sullivan,

Commissioner of State Revenue said:

`hen the scheme u'as being set up. the Commonwealth was adamant

that no age limit wculd apply. They became conccriied with reports in

the media that reasonably young people were icccssiiig the graiil.

usual/v through the auspices of their parents financing ills a result,

it was decided that an /8 rear age limit he put in place. However, the

clause was drafted in a way to give the administrators discretion.

such that if there t'eie genuine cases, which do occur two young

people get married thei' should not he prec/iu/eclfro,n accessing the

grant iii such circumstances. Efiecti't'elv, that is the background. The

intent is that it was' to cut out the/he or six-year-olds all ofa sudden

hui'iiig their first home, as / said, under tile auspices of their parents.

meeting all oft/ic other requirements. which they could do.

5.6 The Commissioner determines the genuineness of the application by looking at

personal circumstances and being satisfied "that it is not ... a sham or afi'ont whereby

the person provuli ig the finance. prcsuuiahiv a family member. would he seeking to

access the benefit oft/ic grant that is coming through''.
19

5.7 The Committee noted that in 2004, a new section 9A1 was inserted into the principal

Act to the effect that an applicant must be at least 18 years of age to obtain a grant.

Clause A30c of Schedule A to the lGA merely reflects amendments already made to

the principal Act in 2004.

Regarding clause - 130h,

5.8 The Committee noted that the annual review of the cap is absent in the Bill. Ms

Nicole Suchenia, Director, Legislation, Training and Reviess, Office of State Revenue,

Department of Treasury and Finance said:

The bill does not include tin annual rei iei i'. We rcA' on the fact that

the intergovernmental agreement actual/v sets up that requirement.

and that is somet/ung that would he done as a matter of course

through government. The flicility has been set up in the hi/I to allow. I

guess'. a ready mechanism fbr change hi' actual/v prescribing those

Mr Bill Sullivan. Commissioner of' State Revenue. Trunscripi p1 Evidence. 17 June 2009. p4.

Ibid. p4.

5
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limits, or prescribing alternative limits so that when that review'

actually occurs, there is an can process to he able to c/lange the

legislation to allow alternative limits to he itnplemented quick/i
20

5.9 Mr Bill Sullivan, Commissioner of State Revenue said:

We have come up with an arrangement that we believe provides the

flexibility to he able to make ready changes ii `it/jo ut haiing to amend

the legt/ation- -that is. we can do it through prescription- -to niove

that cap if it ,i'ere needed to do so. I guess no' niti/or premise is that

ne did not frel that it i,uv aecessaum to actiuilfv Pitt that into the

legislation itself:2'

5.10 The Committee is of the view that ease and readiness are generally insufficient

IListification for prescribing material in regulations rather than in the principal Act,

especially given the Commissioner's statement that "it is not anticipated ... that there

would he a need/br a change in the short lerni driven by the multiple there in the

movement of the house price".22 However, in this case, the Committee accepts the

argument that a cap amount prescribed by regulation has the flexibility to meet the

requirement in clause A30h of the Schedule to the IGA that there be an annual

review of the cap.

Boost extension - proposed drafi amendments and supporting documentation

5.11 As stated at paragraph 4.3, neither the IGA nor Schedule A to the IGA supports the

Government's proposed draft amendments to the Bill which are reproduced at

Appendix 5. The Committee queried whether another intergovernmental agreement

on which those proposed draft amendments are based is required. Mr Bill Sullivan,

Commissioner of State Revenue said:

I do not believe that will he ,,ecessarv. There was certainly no

changed agreement afier the original agreement was put in place and

was followed in 2001 by something akin to the boost, when/or a short

period the amount of the pm `went was' increased as a result of' the

policy 0/ the goveruunent of that time to increase the amount paid.

Given that that occurred without a change to the agreement. I do not

necessarily see that these stimulus add-ons to the FHOG

arrangements necessitate a change to the agreement.23

Ms Nicole Suchenia. Director. t,egislation. Training and Re Ic". l'lice ui State Revenue. Department oF

Treasury and Finance. `/`fo.sLi'ipt of /:`i'//ence. 17 June 2109. p5.

21
Mr Bill Sullivan. Commissioner o! State Revenue. Tran'ci'ip of Eu/dent'i'. 17 June 2009. pp56.

22
Ibid. p5.

23
Ibid. p2.

6
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6 OVERVIEW OF THE Biti.

6.1 The Bill proposes a cap on the value of properties eligible for the EFIOS and t&ill operate

after the boost terminates on
30tb

June 2009 but now extended to 3 l December 2009.

This is consistent with clause A30h in Schedule A of the IGA. the policy behind the

cap is to target housing assistance to those in greater need and according to the

Commissioner, will result in approximately two per cent of first home buyers becoming

ineligible for the grant.24

7 STRUCTURE OF THE Biii,

7.1 The Bill has 19 clauses in four Parts. Ihe Committee dras to the attention of the

House. the Following clauses.

S SElECTED CLAUSES OF THE BILL

Claitw 2h - retrospect `c eomnieiiceinent date

8.1 Clause 2b deems proposed new section 3 amendments to the First Home Owner

Grant Act 2000 and Part 2 amendments for the boost to come into operation on 14

October 2008. This raises that fundamental legislative principle the Committee

routinely considers - Does the Bill adverse/i' ct/feet rig/its and liberties or impose

obligations retrospect `clv?

8.2 The presumption against retrospective legislation derives from the common law which

holds that such laws offend the general principle that legislation intended to regulate

human conduct ought to deal with future actions and ought not to change the character

of past transactions carried on upon the faith of the then existing law.

8.3 The rule at common law is that a statute2 ought not he given a retrospective operation

where to do so would affect an existing right or obligation unlcss the language of the

statute expressly or by necessary implication requires such construction.

8.4 Unless a contrary intention is shown, a statute will not be construed as taking away or

altering the incidents of accrued rights the title to which consists in facts or events

which have occurred before its enactment. A statute which, if it does not affect such

accrued rights, is not to be construed as taking away any wider category of such rights

or as altering the incidents to any greater extent than the statutory language clearly

requires.

8.5 The Committee is of the view that the retrospective commencement date in clause 2h

is necessary to commence the Bill from 14 October 2008, the date the Commonwealth

Mr Bill Sullivan Commissioner of State Revenue. Transcripl o Evidence. 17 June 2009. p11.

Excepi those which are declaratory or related Lu matters of procedure.

7
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specified that those provisions would apply and have applied as of that date. Such a

provision clearly operates to the advantage of applicants.

Claits'e 5i - beginning the building sioi'k awl the Suhmision ft/ic Hoitving Industry

Association Lini lied

8.6 The Housing Industry Association Limited hA commented on clause 5l of the

Bill, which provides that in order to receie the grant, building work must begin

"wit/un 26 iiet'ks /fter the conunencenjejit date". Commencement date is defined in

section 145b of the principal Act as "the dale is/len lai'i,n the foundations for the

/10/lie begins. `l'he I IIA stated that the OSR interprets laying foundations as when the

"actual pouring oft/ic concrete slab occurs".° The OSR confirmed this interpretation

and stated that this is consistent with the Commonwealth's view of when the

foundations are laid.27

8.7 The 1-IIA argued that such an interpretation is incorrect and "undu/y complicates 1/ic

process as it /11/s the potential to reduce the 26 week period considerably, thereby

/eopardising the client s ability to he eligiblefor the gra/it'.t The HIA suggested that

the commencement date of building work should be defined as the earliest item of

onsite works taking place such as a survey re-peg of the site, connection of a water

meter, commencement of earthworks or the deliery of onsite facilities. The OSR did

not support this position, arguing that the issue of commencement "has been

interpreted in the same manner around A ustralici''.29 The OSR said:

ft `lie the first additional paj 7/c/il aino unts ii crc announced ... one of

the Conimonwealth `s criteria required that the building commence

it'ithin 26 weeks ofsigning ci contract to build. As it was understood at

tile time, this criteria ivas designed üis it is /;ou' to stimulate building

actii'/n and create a sense of urgency. preventing contracts for being

signed and i/ic stockpiled mi/il a builder has ready to commence the

buildings at somefuture time.
30

8.8 The OSR consider that a survey re-peg of a site or connection of a water meter would

appear to be more properly described as siteworks rather than the laying of a

Foundation. Significantly, the delivery of ablutions and connection to water would he

Submission No I froni the I lousing Industsy Association Limited. 19 Ma 201'. p1.

27
I.etter rum lr Bill Sullivan. Commissioner of State Revenue. 26 May 2009. p2.

25
Submission No I from the I-lousin2 Industry Association Limited. 19 Mu' 2009. p1

29
Letter from Mr Bill Sullivan. Commissioner of State Revenue. 26 May 2009. pt.

30
Ibid. p2.

8
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a ``reiatii'eh' easy via to comply vi'ith the CommonTl'ealth s' requirement. hut not

necessarily meet its objective ofsttmulating building actn'iti'
i 32

8.9 The Master Builders Association of Western Australia MBA is of the view that

flexibility is needed to ensure that in the event of unanticipated delays outside the

control of the owner or builder the grant recipient is not disadvantaged. The MBA

point to bottlenecks in the building approval process that may prevent work

commencing within 26 weeks of contract signing. The MBA suggested that if there is

a definite intention to build by both parties to the contract, evidenced by a Preparation

of Plans :lgieenient or preliminary work contract, this should be accepted as sufficient

proof of entitlement to the boost.33

8.10 The Committee is of the view that in any event, clause 51 of the Bill which proposes

to insert a new section 14B4 provides a mechanism by which the 26 week period

may be extended if the Commissioner is satisfied that the delay is caused by

circumstances beyond the control of the parties, for example, a brick shortage which

occurred in 2001 or a natural disaster akin to the Victorian bushfires. `l'he

Commissioner said:

Uè will exanune those on a case-hi-case basis. If for example, both

parties the builder timid the paifl signing the contract are dealing

wit/i a local authorm in ternis of certain planning matters and they

cannot commence construction until tliei' have been c/eared, they are

doing everything they need to do and there is a hold-up at the other

cud. for example. with a local authority, that is something that ue

would view favourably in relation to an extension oftune. However, if

there tile instances ii'here it is cleat/v ui//tin the control of either

party. that is not somet/ung that ire would he likely to i/cit as

/tn'ourahlv. It is a c'ccve-/fl'-cae scenario. That iiculc/ be one

example.34

Clause 10 - the cap amount

8.11 Clause 10 proposes to insert a new section I4AD. It states:

H
Letter from Mr Bill Sulli'un. Commissioner of State Revenue. 26 Mu' 2009. p2.

32
The ABC News Online of 10 June 2009 reported that the value of loetis taken out to buy hou.se. and.tlats

fumped by 3.6 per cent between MOre/i anti .4priI 2009..ea.ona//i' ad/uvit'cl. ui/h the number ut loans for

bin/ding new house.s and fhn.s ris lug more than loans for exi.l/ng direlIing.. lie lea f/Ia//try doubling of

the First 1/a me ocr ii iii I tel/Il /0 jUl `e h1 i If let//cc! tilt/i 2 5 per e ii 0/lie'' /0 If.' f/al' 1/ /0 to'.s /

home bin `ccl 1,, . Ipi `Ii - the I, n//ft.', ploportu n.'i lice I/fe - I ii.' iii f/Ia/i 13i fret/il 0/ .S/ulOlOc.s eu ,,`ted

that .stcft/ll/c' in /991. ihe . lit.' ira//cal Bureau of.N'lcfl/.'tic' `ill'.' the number at loan.' being tctken Out/Ill' neil'

ill,!! In call'' Ic/ion is no i' at i/I highe.'t /e in / ,s /0cc .Jani,c a-i- 2001'.

vi Submission No 2 from the Master Builders Association of Western Australia. 27 Mn 2009. pl

Mr Bill SulIi-an. Commissioner of State Revenue. Transcript of Evidence, 17 June 2009. p8.

9
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I4AD. Term used: cap anwunt

The cap amount i/itt! applies in respect ofa transaction is

a in relation to a /10/lie so itt/i Of the 26,i, parallel of South

Latitude. $750 000: or

h in relation to a home north of the 26,i, parallel of Soul/i

Latitude, $1 000 000: or

cJ if another ct/flout/it is prescribed/hr the purposes qf i/us

sec/jo/i that other amount.

I I here is the 26th parallel ofSouth Latitude?

8.12 The Committee provided the Map opposite to show Members the position of the
6th

parallel in Western Australia.

8.13 The Commissioner of State Revenue described the
26th

parallel as running through

Western Australia in an easterly direction from a point just south of Denham in the

Shire of Shark Bay and connects at the northern most border of South Australia and

the southern most border of the Northern Territory. This line is devoid of any major

settlements and is used by the Commonwealth for determining eligibility for the

income tax zone area rebate which compensates taxpayers for the higher costs of

living in remote areas:''

8.14 The $750,000 cap represents a multiple of 1.8 times the Perth median house price as at

the December 2008 quarter. The $1,000,000 is 1.8 times the Kimberley median house

price and 1.63 times the Pilbara median house price.3' The Committee noted that

these multiples are consistent with clause A30h of Schedule A to the IGA, that a cap

"utay not be less t/iati 1.4 tinues" Perth's median house price.

Letter from Mr Bill Sullivan. Commissioner of State Revenue. 17 June 2009. p3.

Ibid. p13.

10
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Submission v/the aster Builders Association of fl?jstern Australia

8.15 The MBA does not support a cap. The MBA said that because the original intent of

the grant was to provide compensation for the imposition of the Goods and Services

Tax on new homes, the cap is too low for the SI ,000,000 category and does not reflect

the differential between building costs in the Perth metropolitan area and properties

north of the
26th

parallel.

8.16 The MBA is of the view that the cap discriminates unfairly against first home buyers

in the North West of the State because the differential building cost is "rn-ui- 50%

hem-cu,, costs in Per/I? anti in ton-us nor/h of the
26th

parallel".37 The MBA prefer

North West first homebuyers be paid an additional sum to reflect the differential rather

than impose an unfair or inadequate cap amount.

8.17 The Committee was unable to explore the merit of the MBA's suggestion as it raises a

matter of alternative policy. I. nder Standing Order 230B, the Committee is "not to

inquire into the policy v/a B/l/". The Committee is of the View that in any event,

proposed new section 1 4ADe provides for another prescribed amount for the

purposes of the section.

Claite /0 - prescribing another cap amount

8.18 l'he comments below about this clause need to be read with the Committee's comment

at paragraph 9.1.

8.19 Clause 10 proposes to insert a new section I4ADc. It states:

144D. Term used: cap amount

The cap amount that applies in respect 0/a transaction Lc

a in relation to a home son//i of the 26,i, parallel of Soil/i

Latitude,$750 000. or

/3 in relation to a home non/i oft/ic 26ii, parallel of South

Latitude.$ I 000 000 or

c if another amount is prescribed/br the purposes of this

section - that other amount.

Submission No 2 from the Master Builders Association of Western Australia. 27 May 2009. p1. The

Master Builders Association of Western Australia cited Rcnui/non,s C oo.o;-nc/jon C7o'I i,nde 2009 for

this figure.

tTnless othersise ordered.
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8.20 Proposed new section I 4ADc, inserted in the other place, does not include the phrase

"prescribed in regulations although the Committee noted that the Interpretation Act

/984 would supply the omission.

8.21 During a hearing, Ms Nicole Suchenia, Director, Legislation, Training and Review,

Office of State Revenue, Department of Treasury and Finance said that the

Government will propose an amendment to proposed new section I4ADc to state as

foil ows:

Page /3. lines / to 4 - To delete the lines and inser:

/7 in relation to a home tiorhi of the 2& Parallel of South

Latitude, 51 000 000,

except that the regulations /7711 prescribe amiothier auto wit as

1/ic cap amount for tile purposes ofparagraph; a or h.

8.22 Ms Suchenia said that the Government proposes to:

ai;;e;id the regulation-making power that ltas dealt sith ii'hen the

lower house inserted 1/ic cap.... Parliamentary Counsel was not

consulted on those amendments. I! lieu the amendments here

fn;alised. Parliamentary Counsel suggested that although it worked, it

probably was not ideal and suggested an alternative approach to the

regulation-making poiier to ensure that it was not atiibigiioiis. That

amendment is also included in the provisions that have been drafted

and provided to the committee.

8.23 Based on the information provided, the Committee finds no substantial difference

between the Bill and the proposed draft amendment.

Clause / / / - repaving the grant

8.24 Clause 111 proposes to insert a new section 1 82bii which provides that the

grant has to be repaid ion completion, the total value of the transaction exceeds the

cap amount. The MBA consider this to be unfair because a variation in a contract may

relate to provisional sums, for example, site works which exceed the original contract

estimate.

Sec Appendix 5.

Ms Nicole Suchenia. Director. Legislation. Training and Reviess. 0111cc of State Revenue. Deparfrnent ni

Treasury and Finance. Transcript of Evidence. 17 June 2009. p12.
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8.25 The Committee is of the view that the imperative of proposed new section I 82b is

protection of the State's financial interests. Such an unfortunate consequence of the

11105 cannot be avoided.

9 AMENDMENTS TO THE BILL

9.1 As stated at paragraph 4.3, the Commissioner of State Revenue provided the

Committee with a document titled First ionic Owner Grant - linenilinent Bill 2009 -

Draft amendments which indicates that it is the Government's intention to introduce

boost extension amendments to the Bill via a Supplementary Notice Paper see

Appendix 5.

9.2 The short notice of these proposed draft amendments meant that the Committee was

unable to fully consider their constitutional and procedural implications. however,

OSR witnesses provided an explanation at pages 31-33 of the Transcript oJHeaiing in

Appendix I which indicates that the proposed draft amendments have been crafted

accordingly. i'hc Committee scrutinised only one proposed draft amendment at

paragraphs 8.18 to 8.23.

10 Is THE BILL CONSISTENT WITH ITS SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION?

10.1 The Committee makes the following finding:

The Committee finds that the First Home Owner Grant Amendment Bill 2009

is eonsisteDt with its Intergovernmental Agreement.

10.2 The Committee commends its report to the House for consideration.

3 July 2009

Flon Adele Farina MLC

Chairman
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STANDING COMMITTEE ON

UNIFORM LEGISLATION AND STATUTES REVIEW

INQUIRY INTO FIRST HOME OWNER GRANT AMENDMENT

BILL 2009

TRANSCRIPT OF EVIDENCE TAKEN

AT PERTH
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Members

Hon Adele Farina Chairman

Hon Nigel Hallett Deputy Chairman

Hon Helen Bullock

Hon Liz Behjat
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Hearing commenced at 2.27 pm

SULLIVAN, MR WILLIAM ROY

Commissioner of State Revenue,

sworn and examined:

SUCHENIA, MS NICOLE

Director, Legislation, Training and Review,

Office of State Revenue,

Department of Treasury and Finance,

sworn and examined:

MILLS, MR NIGEL

Director, Group I,

Office of State Revenue,

Department of Treasury and Finance,

sworn and examined:

The CHAIRMAN: On behalf of the committee. I welcome you to the hearing. Before

we begin, I must ask ou to take either the oath or allirmation.

[Witnesses took the affirmation.]

The CHAIRMAN: Thanks very much. You will have signed a document entitled

"Information for Witnesses". Ha e you read and understood that document?

The Witnesses: Yes.

The CHAIRMAN: Thank you. These proceedings are being recorded by Hansard. A

transcript of your evidence will be provided to you. lo assist the committee and

Hansard, could you please quote the full title of any document you refer to during the

course of the hearing for the record. The microphones in front of you are being used

for the recording. I remind you that our transcript will become a matter for the public

record after the committee reports to the Parliament. If for some reason you wish to

make a confidential statement during today's proceedings, you should request that the

evidence be taken in closed session. If the committee grants your request, any public

and media in attendance will be excluded from the hearing. Please note that until such

time as the transcript of your public evidence is finalised, it should not be made public.

You iII receive a transcript to correct and send back to the committee, but your

transcript will not be made public until such time as the committee reports to the

Parliament, which means that you cannot copy or give that document to anyone. I

advise you that premature publication or disclosure olpublic evidence may constitute

a contempt of Parliament and may mean that the material published or disclosed is not

subject to parliamentary privilege.

Would you like to make any general or opening statement for the record?

18
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Mr Sullivan: I will make a broad statement that probably covers matters with which

the committee will be familiar. This bill seeks to make a number of changes to the

First Home Owner Grant Act 2000, primarily to implement policy changes announced

by the Treasurer, firstly to limit the availability of the first home owner grant in the

context of property value-commonly known as the cap-and to put that provision

into the legislation; secondly, to give legislative eftect to the announcement the

commonwealth made in October of last year in relation to the first home owner boost,

which was an additional payment over and above the $7 000 Iirst home owner grant

amount that is funded by the state-the commonwealth is seeking a stimulus for the

housing market around Australia-and to make a number of other minor amendments.

It is important to make the committee aware that since this bill was drafted and

introduced, the commonwealth has made further announcements in the commonwealth

budget about changes to the boost arrangements. As a result it will be necessary for

further changes to be made to this legislation. With your agreement, the intent today is

to outline to you the proposal for how those changes will be made in a way that does

not-unless you believe it is necessary-necessitate another appearance before the

committee in relation to those changes.

The CHAIRMAN: We might just run through some of the questions we have, and we

will come to that a bit further down the track, but we would welcome those comments.

I note that the intergovernmental agreement was signed in December 2008. Would you

explain how this new agreement came about, and what deficiencies there were with

the 1999 agreement?

Mr Sullivan: To be honest, I am not in a position to answer that question. It is really a

matter for the government. I am aware that, as part of broader policy considerations at

the commonwealth and state leeI, there has been an attempt to recast that agreement

to reflect those considerations. Again. I am not privy to that insight.

The CHAIRMAN: In view of your comment about some further changes to the

legislation, it is likely that there will be another agreement on which those new

changes will be based?

Mr Sullivan: I do not believe that will be necessary. There was certainly no changed

agreement after the original agreement was put in place and was followed in 2001 by

something akin to the boost, when for a short period the amount of the payment was

increased as a result of the policy of the government of that time to increase the

amount paid. Given that that occurred without a change to the agreement, I do not

necessarily see that these stimulus add-ons to the Fl-lOG arrangements necessitate a

change to the agreement.

Ms Suchenia: Can I just add that this bill is essentially covered by two limbs, as I

understand it, of standing order 230A. The intergovernmental agreement relates to the

value cap, because there are provisions in the intergovernmental agreement that

specifically deal with how any cap is to be put in place under first home owner grant

legislation. The commonwealth boost arrangements are covered on the basis that

uniform laws are introduced across all states and territories of the commonwealth. As

far as the change to the boost arrangements go, it is not really something that the

intergovernmental agreement necessarily applies to.
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The CHAIRMAN: In the 10 years of the operation of this legislation. what problems

have arisen with the administration of the scheme?

Mr Sullivan: I have to say that, at a general level, the scheme's administration has run

reasonably well. One of the reasons for that is that at the time the original scheme for

the administration was designed a decision was made to try to integrate it as far as

possible into the natural business process associated with purchasing a home. We have

entered into partnerships with most financial institutions whereby the majority of

people purchasing or building a first home generally speaking require finance and, as

such, are generally interacting already with a financial institution. We linked in with

the financial institutions and embedded our processing as part of their process. l3v and

large, that has worked reasonably well.

Policy parameter issues have arisen from time to time, most notably in relation to the

age of applicants. The original scheme design had no limitation, and that specific issue

was discussed at the time the scheme was put in place. It was a dictate from the

commonwealth in terms of the scheme design that has been subsequently revisited,

and there are now age restrictions around it. More recently, as evidenced here,

concerns have been raised about people who are not necessarily needy in the context

of financially requiring the grant actually accessing the grant. You have probably seen

a few reports about million-dollar properties and the like. Those are policy parameters,

hoever, and that is one of the things that the cap is seeking to address.

The scheme administration itself has been exceedingly smooth. It also has been

relatively cost-effective, because one of the things we did in setting up the scheme was

to put in place national arrangements with the other state revenue offices around

Australia such that e build a single computer system and database. Instead ofhaving

a cost incurred in each jurisdiction, only one cost was incurred. In fact, Western

Australia looks after that system on behalf of all the other jurisdictions, and that has

run reasonably well.

On the compliance front, in relation to any situation where money is available,

sometimes there is a temptation for persons who Feel that for whatever reason they

should be able to access the grant, but the rules dictated by the legislature do not allow

that to occur. We have a very comprehensive compliance program around the

administration of first home owner grant schemes. We look at 100 per cent of the

grants up front to make sure that people have complied with the requirements for

access to the funds. We pay the grant in advance of them fully completing all of the

requirements. Most notably, there is a residency requirement, but quite clearly there is

no point waiting until someone has occupied a house for six months before you give

them the money, when it is actually intended that the money is to assist them into their

home.

[2.40 pm]

Therefore, following the payment, we then do a 100 per cent check to ensure that

residency requirements have been met at the requisite time. There have been instances

in which people have attempted up-front to subvert the scheme in terms of lying,

providing false information or the like. Those have been detected and generally will be

pursued through prosecution. There have been instances in which people hae, for a

number of reasons, been unable to meet the residency requirements and hae been
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required to repay the grant. As a general comment-I know it is a long answer to a

short question-we are very happy with the administration of the scheme, and we have

paid something like 145 000 grants now by war of $1 billion in assistance, and the

scheme itself' has run very, very smoothly.

The CHAIRMAN: With respect to the IGA and clause A30b, have you found that

applicants use the scheme to offset statutory levies and charges, or do they tend to take

it as a one-off payment?

Mr Sullivan: They take it as a one-off payment, I think.

Mr Mills: As Bill indicated, the majority of our dealings are through financial

institutions, so it is built into the financing when they are dealing with their financial

institution in respect of that purchase. As to what that whole package of money is used

for really forms part of their loan, purchase fees-anything that could arise.

Ms Suchenia: It is also worth adding that the stamp duty law changed after the

introduction of the original scheme, such that the major statutory levy that it could

have been applied to was stamp duty, hut, in the majority of cases now, first home

owners actually have a duties exemption. Therefore, while there are other smaller

charges, the major one has actually been reduced for the majority of first home owners

in Western Australia. That is not necessarily the case in other jurisdictions.

The CHAIRMAN: And it would not be the case for all first home owners in Western

Australia either.

Ms Suehenia: No. l'here are value limits.

The CHAIRMAN: Can you recall what they are? Is it $500 000?

Mr Sullivan: It is $500 000, yes, and then it phases out. There is a sliding scale, and

then it takes you back to the residential duty rate.

The CHAIRMAN: Again, clause A30c of the IGA states that states and territories

will have discretion in allowing applicants to be aged below 18 in genuine cases where

applicants are not trying to circumvent the eligibility criteria. What was the

background to that clause? Obviously, there must have been some policy discussion

on that.

Mr Sullivan: As I mentioned earlier, in the initial discussions when the scheme was

being set up, the commonwealth was adamant that no age limit would apply. They

became concerned with reports in the media that reasonably young people were

accessing the grant, usually through the auspices of their parents financing it. As a

result, it was decided that an 18 ear age limit be put in place. However, the clause

was drafted in a av to give the administrators discretion, such that if there were

genuine cases, which do occur-two young people get married-they should not be

precluded from accessing the grant in such circumstances. Effectively, that is the

background. The intent is that it was to cut out the five or six-year-olds all of a sudden

buying their first home, as I said, under the auspices of their parents, meeting all of the

other requirements, which they could do.

The CHAIRMAN: I-low do you go about determining whether the person is a genuine

belo 18-year-old applicant?
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Mr Sullivan: We would look at their circumstances, and really we would want to be

satisfied that it is not, if you like, a sham or a front "hereby the person providing the

finance, presumably a family member, would be seeking to access the benefit of the

grant that is coming through. Is there anything that you wanted to add, Nigel?

Mr Mills: No. Certainly, those that are flagged are not processed, and it is then the

subject of the case-by-case information provided to determine that eligibility.

The CHAIRMAN: Would one of the criteria be that the person would actually live in

the home after it is built?

Mr Sullivan: For all persons we have a situation in which a criterion is that they must

within 12 months ofcompletion of the eligible transaction reside there as their primary

residence for a continuous period of six months.

The CHAIRMAN: Was that in place at the time that this policy change occurred?

Mr Sullivan: If I can go from memory, there was not a time limit in terms of the six

months, but they had to reside in the property within 12 months. Again, this was-

The CHAIRMAN: How did that become a policy issue, because, obviously, if parents

were trying to access the grant by using their five-year-old child as the applicant for

the grant, the five-year-old child obviously was not going to become a resident in the

house?

Mr Sullivan: They have to.

Ms Suchenia: They would, because they would usually live there with their parents,

so they meet the criteria Their parents do not actually qualil because they have

owned a home before, so they use the name of their child, who is

The CHAIRMAN: So the' are not buying it as an investment property.

Mr Sullivan: It would depend on the financial circumstances of this hypothetical live-

year-old, but I would suggest that unless they are exceptionally lucky, they would not

have the finance or wherewithal themselves.

Hon LIZ BEHJAT: Have there been many cases of minors doing that?

Mr Sullivan: No, and certainly there have not been any since the legislation was

changed. It was not a major issue in Western Australia, but certainl it did gain some

media prominence on the east coast.

Hon LIZ BEHJAT: Again, as hypothetical situations or real situations?

Mr Sullivan: No. real. Quite literally, it would have been a handful of instances in

Western Australia. Again, I make the point that these rules were dictated by the

commonwealth from day one, and this issue was raised with them as a potential

concern. Initiall, they indicated that no age limit would apply.

The CHAIRMAN: With respect to the IGA and clause A30h. this requires a cap to

be reviewed on the anniversary of the imposition of the cap and amended to ensure

that the cap remains no less than 1.4 times Perth's median house price as at the quarter

immediately preceding the date of the review. Where is the required annual review

expressed in the bill?
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Ms Suchenia: The bill does not include an annual review. We rely on the fact that the

intergovernmental agreement actually sets up that requirement, and that is something

that would be done as a matter of course through government. The facility has been set

up in the bill to allow, I guess, a ready mechanism for change by actually prescribing

those limits, or prescribing alternative limits, so that when that review actually occurs,

there is an easy process to be able to change the legislation to allow a1ternatie limits

to be implemented quickly.

The CHAIRMAN: It seems odd tome that they would not express that in the bill if it

is in the intergovernmental agreement. Would it be an issue if Parliament were to

consider expressing that within the bill?

Mr Sullivan: I do not know that it is so much of an issue, but what we have tried to do

in the legislation is have as flexible a mechanism as possible while still giving effect to

the intergovernmental agreement. Quite clearly, there are a lot of consequences if the

government of the day does not respect or reflect what is in the intergovernmental

agreement in terms of the whole range of' financial matters tied up with it, not the least

of which is the distribution of the GST revenues. What we have deliberately done is

put in a very flexible mechanism whereby the amount can be changed, if need be. But

at this point in time we did not feel that it was a lot of value-add, given that that is

going to happen anyway, if you like, under the guise of the intergovernmental

agreement. We are also a reasonably lair way away from where that 1.4 would

actually cut in relative to where the cap has been set. Therefore, it is not anticipated,

unless there is a significant movement in median house prices, that there would be a

need for a change in the short term driven by the multiple there in the movement of the

house price. There is, however, obviously, flexibility available to the government of

the day, recognising that, to mo'.e that cap where it wants to. So it is not formulaic

driven to the extent of saying that it has to be 1.4; it is really recognising that that is

one boundary that needs to be respected.

The CHAIRMAN: And the decision on moving that cap would be made by the

commonwealth.

Mr Sullivan: No. The decision ould be made by the Western Australian government

and the Parliament of Western Australia in terms of a review of any regulation, with

the prescribed amount being changed. What is not negotiable, given that it is in the

intergovernmental agreement, is that it needs to respect that 1.4 times the median

house price. But ultimately the government can set a cap at a higher level, should it

wish to. It is really, I suppose, to ensure that they are not cutting out a whole lot of

people; so it is a minimum.

The CHAIRMAN: You have argued that the reason why it is not expressed in the bill

is to provide greater flexibility. How would expressing that provision in the bill make

the situation inflexible?

Mr Sullivan: I am sorry; I did not make myself clear. What we have said is that we

have come up with an arrangement that we believe provides the flexibility to be able

to make ready changes without having to amend the legislation-that is, we can do it

through prescription-to move that cap if' it were needed to do so. I guess my major

premise is that we did not feel that it was necessary to actually put that into the

legislation itself.
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[2.50 pm]

The CHAIRMAN: Given the economic slowdown, or, conversely, an upturn, is an

annual review indicative of the median house price and is a more frequent review

required? We have had a great property boom in recent years, where the price went up

quite dramatically over a very short time. The issue is whether an annual re iew is

actually frequent enough in those sorts of circumstances?

Mr Sullivan: We would be monitoring through Treasury on a reasonably regular basis

the impact of movement in median house prices and what it would mean for the cap.

We would certainly be advising government in sufficient time that they could

prescribe a change to the cap to ensure conformity with the intergovernmental

agreement. That mechanism would be happening, but it would be happening within

the Department of Treasury and Finance on an ongoing basis.

As I mentioned earlier, there is, at this point in time anyway, a reasonable buffer. I

accept your point that there is sometimes volatility in terms of the median house price.

One can argue whether that is likely to be seen again in the near future. It is certainly

something that we are mindful of and we need to ensure that we comply with the

intergovernmental agreement.

The CHAIRMAN: With respect to the IGA, in clause A30f, have you found that

local planning standards in applicants' access to the scheme and have there been any

other planning matters that have limited access?

Mr Sullivan: In answer to the first point, we have had cause to examine whether a

proposed transaction was going to meet local planning standards, most particularly in

the instance of a person building a shed who was then going to move into it.

Ultimately, the local authority determined that it did meet its required standards. It was

plumbed in. On the face of it, one might say that this person has just built themselves a

shed, not a first home, but they did meet the planning standards. We do not hold

ourselves out to be experts and those planning standards vary from area to area within

the state. Really, all we are doing is following the standards set by the local authorities

and ensuring compliance with those standards.

Taking the second question, there certainly have been issues regarding timing of

people getting planning approvals and the like, but we have not found that people's

ability to access the grant has unnecessarily been compromised by sometimes

extending the timing around those.

The CHAIRMAN: What has been the level of compliance with the scheme, and

please comment on any prosecutions and recovery?

Mr Sullivan: I would like to say that there has been 100 per cent compliance after we

have run our administrative processes around it. I have no reason to believe othenvise,

because if I did, we would be obviously actioning those. It is a bit of a catch 22. 1 have

a reasonably strong level of confidence that our compliance programs, education

programs and the partnerships we have with financial institutions leave people with

little or no doubt regarding what their obligations are and that the are followed up on.

As I mentioned earlier, it has been necessary where people have blatantly lied to

pursue prosecution action, and there are quite significant consequences for a person if

the prosecution is successful. We recently recorded our
100thi

successful prosecution
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and our strike rate is over 90 per cent in terms of success. We do not do it lightly and

they are the extremes. We also have the ability to apply administrative penalties. We

feel it is important for the integrity of the scheme that where people are blatant in their

behaviour, we use the powers that the Parliament has given us to ensure enforcement.

To me, it is a reputation risk for the scheme and if people, for whatever reason, start

believing that the' can lie to get the grant, we have a major problem.

Hon LIZ BEHJAT: On that point, I understand that with the first home owners grant

if a person previously owned property in any other relationship with a spouse or de

facto and that person goes into a new relationship and applies for the first home

owners grant, that person is not eligible. Is that right?

Mr Sullivan: It is not quite that simple, but generally speaking that is the flavour of it.

There were rules put in at the time that the scheme was introduced in 2000. The

scheme was introduced to recognise the additional cost a person would bear from

construction costs or replacement costs because of the introduction of the goods and

services tax. At that time ownership of any propertv-that is, a person going on the

title by himself or with his or her spouse, and "spouse" has a broader meaning and

includes "de facto"-would basically make a person ineligible. Since that time, it is

now possible for an applicant or their spouse to have gone on a title to a property and

still be eligible. The key thing is that they are not allowed to occupy that property. It is

possible for a person to purchase a property for the purpose of investment, as long as it

has not become that person's principal place of residence.

Hon LIZ BEI-IJAT: In the cases that you are prosecuting, is that generally what has

happened; that is, people who have previously received the grant are now applying for

a second bite of the cherry?

Mr Sullivan: Yes. I put out a media statement last week. We are very keen on raising

the profile that there are consequences for lying. Some of the situations that we have

come across involve people who have previously owned three or four properties and

signed away that they have not previously owned a property. One unfortunate person

said that their spouse had not owned a property and we found out that they had.

Fortunately for that person, we did not prosecute them. They did not know that their

spouse had been married previously, which was quite embarrassing for them.

Hon LIZ BEHJAT: Does it apply generally to people who knowingly give you that

false declaration?

Mr Sullivan: For us to go to prosecution, as opposed to just taking the grant off them,

yes. One hundred might not seem a very large number in the context of' 145 000. We

have actually stopped a number of grants because they have come forward. Some

people have blatantly lied and we have had people go to the extent of getting family

members to sign affidavits to state things that ere knowingly not correct. Those are

the people that we seek to prosecute because that behaviour is beyond the pale.

The CHAIRMAN: In looking at clause 2 of the bill, I notice that there are four

different commencement provisions. Would you please explain the reasons for the

four diIi'erent commencement dates?

Ms Suchenia: Are you talking about the definitions?

The CHAIRMAN: I am referring to clause 2, which is headed "Commencement".
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Ms Suchenia: In paragraph a, sections 1 and 2 come into operation on the day the

act receives the royal assent, which is standard practice in the drafting of legislation.

The short title and commencement start on the assent day. Paragraph b deals `. ith the

first home owner boost arrangements, which were announced by the commonwealth to

apply on 14 October 2008. Since that time the commissioner has been administering

those boost agreements. It is necessary to retrospectively commence the bill from

14 October, which was the date the commonwealth specified that those provisions

would apply from. The commencement in paragraph c deals with the arrangements

for the value cap. The intergovernmental agreement specifically states that any

arrangements for putting a cap into place can only commence once boost payments

have finished. At the time this bill was drafted we were uncertain as to what date that

would be. A proclamation date was put in on the basis of being able to choose at some

future date when the cap can commence. Obviously, that will be when the boost

finishes. Part 4 comes into operation a day after assent day. These are minor

administrative-type amendments that come into operation on the day after assent on

the basis of being the most appropriate date.

The CHAIRMAN: I turn to page 5 of the bill and clause 5, which proposes to insert a

new section 14134. This provision states that -

The Commissioner may extend the period within which building work is to

begin ... or be completed ... the Commissioner is satisfied that the delay is

caused by circumstances beyond the control of the parties.

What sorts of circumstances might we be looking at?

[3.00 pm]

Mr Sullivan: The key thing here is that it is beyond the control of both parties. We

will examine those on a case-by-case basis. If, for example, both parties-the builder

and the party signing the contractare dealing with a local authority in terms of

certain planning matters and they cannot commence construction until they have been

cleared, they are doing everything they need to do and there is a hold-up at the other

end, for example, with a local authority, that is something that we would view

favourably in relation to an extension of time. However, if there are instances where it

is clearly within the control of either party, that is not something that we would be

likely to view as favourably. It is a case-by-case scenario. That would be one example.

The CHAIRMAN: The sort of excuses you have heard would mainly he in relation to

delays with the local authority. Are there any others that you might have had put to

you for consideration in terms of delays to beginning the building?

Mr Sullivan: I am not aware of any.

Mr Mills: Not in respect of the current arrangement. Going back to the similar

scenario in 2001 where the grant was increased and the building market took off there

were things that were beyond the control of the two parties, like a brick shortage,

which is not something that people had foreseen at the time of signing their contract.

That is the only other instance that I can recall but nothing with respect to the current

boost arrangements have come before me.

Hon LIZ BEHJAT: Is there any limitation on what period the commissioner may

extend?
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Mr Sullivan: No, but in discussing the matter with the commonwealth, which

effectively dictates the rules, notwithstanding that it is in state legislation and the state

is funding it, the commonwealth has made it clear that the idea behind the boost is that

it is a stimulus package. It is vei-v keen that people get in and build. If someone is

signing a contract now and saying that they ill commence building in five years

time, it is not delivering the policy that the commonwealth is looking for. There is a

reasonable period of time for commencement; six months or thereabouts-26 eeks.

We recognise that there can be rare instances and we will take them on board as they

arise.

Hon LIZ I3EHJAT: Hypothetically, would you consider natural disasters such as the

Victorian bush tires? Would they trigger that clause?

Mr Sullivan: Absolutely. Notwithstanding that we have a tax collection background,

we are trying to help people into their first homes with this scheme whilst ensuring

compliance. We tr to take a reasonably balanced view in terms of these things.

The CHAIRMAN: Still looking at page 5 and clause 5, we are now looking at the

section that proposes to include a new section 14136. Could you explain the

difference between special eligible transactions and eligible transactions?

Mr Sullivan: It would be fair to say that an eligible transaction was what was

envisaged in the context of the $7 000. It is a contract to purchase, contract to build or

oner-buiIder transaction. The special eligible transactions are special because the

commonwealth came in over and above that and brought in these additional payments

thich, generally speaking, will also be an eligible transaction but we will have

different rules in terms of timing or amounts around them.

Ms Suchenia: There is a distinction in that provision that says the following eligible

transactions are not special eligible transactions because they deal with a substantially

renovated home or certain types of transactions that are off the plan and are the normal

type of treatment of that type of arrangement. For example, an off-the-plan contract is

usually a contract to purchase a completed home but the distinction it is making here is

that it puts it into a difterent category so that it can be recognised as a new home and

get the higher amount of' the grant rather than what one would normally get for a

$7 000 purchase. The distinction is actually trying to draw out the fact that in this case

these types of transactions get the $14 000 amount-sorry, do not get the $14 000

amount. I need to run that through my head to make sure that is right. I think I may

have confused mvsel[

The CHAIRMAN: II' it is easier, you can take that on notice and provide us with a

written response, *hich will give you a bit more time to consider it because it is a

fairly complex question.

If we can turn to page II of the bill and look at clause 10, which proposes to insert a

ne section I4AA3. What is meant by the phrase "relevant interest"? For example,

could retirees occupying a National Lifestyle Villages home in Busselton on leasehold

land constitute a relevant interest?

Ms Suchenia: A relevant interest is the interest that one has to have in a home to

qualify for the grant. It is defined in section 6 of the First Home Owner Grant Act.

Where we are using that term, it goes back to the defined meaning within section 6.
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The special rules in subsection 3 dealing with movable buildings make sure that one

cannot just buy a movable building and not have an interest in any land and still get

the grant. It is trying to make it clear that one will still have to have relevant interest in

the land even though one has purchased what is essentially a movable chattel and

making sure that it is connected and in place, and that entitles one to the grant. In

terms of the retirement villages and things like that, it would depend on the nature of

the interest held by the person and whether that fits within the definition of a relevant

interest. Generally, there are some special rules on leasehold land and what entitles

one to the grant and what does not.

Mr Mills: Those leases are to do with the leases from the commonwealth, the state or

local government. The interest that you are identifting is not a lease of that nature.

Mr Sullivan: It rna not be a lease of that nature.

Mr Mills: Yes, if it is from another company or individual that is providing that lease

arrangement.

Mr Sullivan: It would be lair to say that by far the majority of applicants are not

contemplating moving to retirement villages at the time of acquiring their first home.

The CHAIRMAN: If they do not have an interest in the land, they will not be eligible

for the grant?

Mr Sullivan: That is correct. This was dictated by the commonwealth in terms of the

scheme design.

The CHAIRMAN: Looking at page 12 of the bill, clause 10 proposes to insert a new

section I4AD. Would you mind describing the geographical area to which that

applies?

Ms Suchenia: Above the twenty-sixth parallel of south latitude?

The CHAIRMAN: Yes, thank you.

Ms Suchenia: As this bill was originally drafted before it went into the lower house, a

single cap of $750 000 applied to all transactions. Through the process of going

through the lower house, some representations were made about the value of property

above the twenty-sixth parallel. The government accepted an amendment that meant

that any property located above the twenty-sixth parallel was subject to a value limit of

SI million or less whereas anything below the twenty-sixth parallel was subject to a

value limit of $750 000. As part ofthat process, the submissions made were in relation

to the Kimberlev, the north west and the far northern areas of the state where the

property prices tend to be quite high.

The CHAIRMAN: Would you be able to give me some idea which towns would fall

within that twenty-sixth parallel?

Mr Sullivan: Can we respond in writing on that?

The CHAIRMAN: Would you also mind letting us know if any towns are split in half

as a result of that arbitrary line being drawn?

[3.10 pm]
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Ms Suchenia: From my recollection of the debate in the lower house, the geography

of the area is fairly sparse. Some towns are close to that line, but the general consensus

was that that would not be the case, but I can qualil that and get back to you.

The CHAIRMAN: Thank you. Have other states introduced the cap?

Mr Sullivan: Other states have announced an intention to introduce a cap, and some

hae gone as far as legislating it; but, again, they are equally bound by the

intergovernmental agreement which prohibits the imposition of a cap until the

commonwealth boost scheme ends. At this stage that is scheduled for 31 December.

The CHAIRMAN: Looking at page IS of the bill, clause 12 proposes minor

numbering amendments to section 26 of' the act. We note that in the explanatory

memorandum, the amendments in clause 12 are subsequent to the principal section

being amended later at clause 16. The explanatory memorandum states that this has

something to do nith the commencement clauses. Would you clarif that particular

statement, which is at page 16 of the explanatory memorandum? I do not mind if you

take that one on notice, because it is a bit complex.

Ms Suchenia: Yes, it is.

The CHAIRMAN: Looking at page 17 of the bill, clause 15 proposes to amend eight

other provisions. Why has the term "eligible" been deleted from the phrase "eligible

transaction"?

Ms Suchenia: Some confusion developed through the earlier drafts of this legislation

with the use of the term "transaction" and "eligible transaction," which related to the

introduction of the cap. Through the drafting process, parliamentary counsel felt that it

would be far clearer if we did not refer to "eligible transaction" and we simply used

the term "transaction". That had to do with timing of certain aspects of the recovery of

the grant and so forth. That got quite complicated, so it was felt that the best way to

deal with that was to remove the term "eligible" and refer to "transaction".

The CHAIRMAN: liyou could turn to clause 19 of the bill on pages 21 and 22 that

deal with the lodgement of'a memorial on the property, what is the current deficiency

with section 55 of the principal act that warrants us looking at clause 19?

Ms Suchenia: Under the current legislation, we are able to lodge a memorial,

effectively, at the time a person becomes liable to pay on amount under section 53.

Through our normal processes, that means we would have to identify through

investigation and recovery that an amount is outstanding, we would have to process all

the paperwork and gather all the evidence to ensure that if we were going to prosecute

we had a fair watertight case; and if that was not the case, we would still seek to

recover. It takes a reasonable amount of time for that paperwork to be done, and,

effectively, for the debt to be raised under section 53 and then for us to be able to

lodge the memorial under section 55. We identified a circumstance where, through our

land tax system, people are required to get a land tax clearance certificate. Through the

settlement process, they come to the commissioner and seek a certificate that basically

states the amount of land tax owing at the time they are selling the property. Through

that process we are able to use information gained under a tax act for any other act that

we administer. We are able to identif that people who had an obligation to live in a

property for six months were not doing that because they were in the process of selling
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their home. Under the legislation as it currently stands, we have no ability to seek that

the grant be repaid as part of that process. The ability under this legislation is for us to

lodge a memorial at the time that we identify that a sale is going through and the

person is not going to be complying with their obligations, rather than wait a month or

two when the property is sold and there is no ability to recover the amount because the

sale has proceeded and they have done whatever they need to do with the money.

Mr Sullivan: The person has gone overseas, or whatever it may be. We are looking to

use these provisions in a circumspect manner when we are fairly certain that a person

is looking to divest themselves of the property, or are a fair way down that track and as

a result will not be able to meet the residency requirements. We are looking to protect

the financial interest of the state by placing a memorial over that property. That means

we ill then be able to recover the FHOG amount before they are able to get the

proceeds and the purchaser gain title to the property. Otherwise, we have very limited

means of ensuring that we can get repayment of grant.

The CHAIRMAN: The committee wrote to you about a submission that it received

from the Housing Industry Association. We have also received a submission from the

Master Builders Association raising concerns that the cap is too low for the SI million

category and does not reflect the differential between building costs in the Perth

metropolitan area and properties north of the twenty-sixth parallel. The Master

Builders Association estimate is at over 50 per cent, citing Rawlinsons Construction

Cost Guide 2009 for this figure, and the MBA refer to the north west first home buyer

being paid an additional sum to reflect the differential rather than impose an unfair or

inadequate cap amount. What is your response to that suggestion?

Mr Sullivan: That would be a policy matter for the minister.

The CHAIRMAN: With the cap in situ what do you estimate to be the approximate

percentage of first home applicants who will be denied the grant?

Mr Sullivan: My understanding is that the Treasury estimate is around two per cent. I

believe in the second reading stage the relèrence was to about 98 per cent of approvals

and about $1 million in terms of financial impact.

The CHAIRMAN: Those are all my questions. Do members have any additional

questions they would like to ask? Commissioner, are there any further comments you

would like to make?

Mr Sullivan: With your forbearance, we would like to outline to the committee the

changes that we believe are going to be necessary to the bill that the Parliament is

currently considering to give effect to the most recent changes announced by the

federal government in terms of its budget.

The CHAIRMAN: I am happy to do that but I need to point out that Parliament sits at

3.30 pm, so we are required to be in the house at that time, and we viIl need to do this

reasonable quickly.

Ms Suchenia: I have seven copies.

The CHAIRMAN: I am sorry, my error, it is 4.00 pm. We have a bit more time than I

thought.
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Ms Suchenia: The commonwealth announcement through the federal budget

effectively extended the period of time from 30 June to 30 September 2009 for the

payment of the current boost amounts. [he commonwealth then announced it would

be halving the amount payable from I October 2009 to 31 December 2009. A certain

number of amendments are required for this bill to achieve that end and make sure that

the altered arrangements are properly accommodated. Unfortunately-or fortunately, I

am not sure which way to put it-this bill is considered to appropriate revenue and so

section 46 of the Constitution Acts Amendment Act applies to it. I have spent a fair

amount of time with the Clerks of both houses trying to work out a way that the bill

could be amended in the Legislative Assembly in a way that does not offend section

46 of that act. The amendments that I have provided to the committee seek to achieve

that by making some changes to definitions in the bill in the upper house

[3.20 pm]

When the bill is then dealt with and is returned to the Legislative Assembly, there will

be enough links for the lower house to insert provisions dealing with dates and the

amount of money. If the amendments can be done in that manner and the bill is

returned to the upper house, a second bill would not have to be introduced to put

through these alternative commonwealth arrangements. I have a briefing note-I do

not have copies of it-that I am happy to provide with our evidence that essentially

outlines exactly what the amendments are seeking to do and why the clauses have

been amended. Essentially, it puts in place those commonwealth arrangements and the

alternative amounts. It also amends the regulation-making power that was dealt with

when the lower house inserted the cap. Through an error on my part, Parliamentary

Counsel was not consulted on those amendments. When the amendments were

linalised, Parliamentary Counsel suggested that although it worked, it probably was

not ideal and suggested an alternative approach to the regulation-making power to

ensure that it was not ambiguous. That amendment is also included in the provisions

that have been drafted and provided to the committee.

The CHAIRMAN: Which one is that?

Ms Suchenia: It is the amendment to clause 10. I think it is the last one. It is on page
2

The CHAIRMAN: Can I claril what we are doing, because this is very unusual? I

certainly have not struck this previously. You are proposing to move amendments in

the Legislative Council that introduce a framework for further amendments in the

Assembly to insert dates and amounts because they cannot be inserted in the Council.

Why not do the whole amendment in the Assembly?

Ms Suchenia: There is no capacity, as I understand from the discussions that I have

had, for the bill to be referred back to the Assembly unless the amendment is done in

the Legislative Council in a manner that sits appropriately with the current

arrangements. That was the advice that I received. [he bill can be referred back to the

Assembly but, essentially, there needs to be a hook for it to be linked to so that the

Assembly can make the necessary amendments. The bill cannot just be referred back

wholesale.

Mr Sullivan: Although I totally agree that it is unusual, we have attempted to

undertake appropriate consultation with the Clerks of both houses. The ultimate goal
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that we are seeking is to not have Parliament deal with yet another piece of legislation

coming through -

The CHAIRMAN: It will be in any event because the very nature of the amendments

will require a debate in the house. I would have thought that a neater way to do this

would be to withdraw this bill and introduce a fresh bit!.

Mr Sullivan: Certainly that is not the advice that we have been given by the Clerks.

Ultimately, that will be a matter for both houses to consider.

The CHAIRMAN: 1-lave you got written advice from the Clerks that you can provide

to the committee?

Ms Suchenia: No. This was done through discussions.

The CHAIRMAN: Can you outline again what the Clerks have recommended? An

amendment will be initiated in the Council to delete a date and an amount, and that

amendment will then be inserted in the assembly but will have to come back to the

Council for the Council's gratification.

Ms Suchenja: The amendments in the Council will be to insert the definitions of a

class 6 and class 7 eligible transaction. That merely defines the types of transactions

that the new arrangements will apply to. There is also an amendment dealing with the

regulation-making power, which is complete as it is. Once those definitions are

inserted and the Legislative Council has dealt with the bill, it will go back to the

Legislative Assembly. When the Legislative Assembly considers something from the

Council, it can only make amendments that are relevant to the amendment that has

been made in the Council-that is essentially the hook. The Assembly can then

complete the amendments by inserting the relevant dates and amounts, which are the

things that effectively appropriate the revenue and cause section 46 to otherwise not

allow the bill to be amended in the upper house.

Hon LIZ BEHJAT: Is all of that required to be done by 30 June?

Ms Suchenia: There is no suggestion from our point of view that the bill must be

passed by 30 June.

The CHAIRMAN: We have a 30-day reporting time frame back to Parliament. The

problem for us is we are seeing these amendments only now and they have not been

referred to the committee. The committee will need to consider whether we provide

comment to the house on these amendments, which do not form part of the bill. I will

need to get legal advice on whether the committee can do that. [he house may be

faced with dealing with a range of amendments that the committee has not considered

and which technically should be referred back to the committee because they form part

of a uniform scheme. I am not persuaded that the method that has been recommended

by the Clerks will save more time than if a fresh bill were introduced in the Assembly.

We will need to talk to the Clerks and get some legal advice on that. I am also curious

that the Clerks are not concerned that the proposed amendments to clause 10 will

effectively be viewed as an appropriation.

Ms Suchenia: That was the advice we received.

Mr Sullivan: We will certainly do whatever we can to assist the committee's

deliberations on this.
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The CHAIRMAN: We appreciate that.

The CHAIRMAN: Are these amendments still at the draft stage?

Mr Sullivan: They have been approved by the Treasurer, as I understand.

Ms Suchenia: They have not been put on the notice paper because the bill was before

the committee. I am also in the process of consulting with members of the opposition

and bringing it to their attention. That has not been completed as yet.

The CHAIRMAN: The real issue for us is how we can now deal with this because

this has not actually been referred to the committee. We will need to get sonic advice

on that. Is there anything further that you wanted to inform the committee about

regarding these amendments or any other aspects of the bill?

Ms Suchenia: No.

The CHAIRMAN: You mentioned that you had another document that you did not

have multiple copies of

Ms Suchenia: That is a briefing note that outlines what the amendments will do.

The CHAIRMAN: If it is possible, would you be able to give that to the committee to

photocopy?

Ms Suchenia: We also have a copy of the amendments in a marked-up form against

the current bill.

The CHAIRMAN: That would be terrific. [hank you very much. The committee

requires answers to the unanswered questions that you have taken on notice to be

received by 4.00 pm on Friday, 19 June.

Mr Sullivan: Will you forward to us a copy of the questions?

The CHAIRMAN: Yes. We will send an email to you with a copy of the questions.

Mr Sullivan: That is fine.

The CHAIRMAN: Thank you erv much for your time and for being so diligent and

answering all those questions. It is greatly appreciated and will help our consideration

of the bill. Thank you.

Hearing concluded at 3.30 pm
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First Home Owner Grant Amendment Bill 2009

List of Stakeholders

I. The I lousing Industry Association of Western Australia

2. The Master Builders Association of Western Australia

3. The Chamber of Industry and Commerce

4. The Real Estate Institute of Western Australia Council
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IDENTIFIED STRUCTURES FOR UNIFORM LEGISLATION

The former Legislative Assembly Standing Committee on Uniform Legislation and

Intergovernmental Agreements identified and classified nine legislative structures relevant to the

issue of uniformity in legislation which were endorsed by the 1996 Position Paper entitled Scrutini

of.u;ionulSchcnzcs of Legislation. A brief description of each is provided below.

Structure 1: Comp/einentwv Comnioniiealth-State or Co-operciriie Legislation. The

Commonwealth passes legislation, and each State or Territory passes legislation which interlocks

with it and which is restricted in its operation to matters not falling within the Commonwealth's

constitutional powers.

Structure 2: Complernentaiy or il/nor Legislation. For matters which involve dual,

overlapping, or uncertain division of constitutional poers. essentially identical legislation is

passed iii each jurisdiction.

Structure 3: Template Co-operative. Applied or Adopted Complenientarv Legislation. here a

jurisdiction enacts the main piece of legislation, with the other jurisdictions passing Acts which do

not replicate, but merely adopt that Act and subsequent amendments as their own.

Structure 4: Referral of Poner The Commonwealth enacts national legislation following a

referral of relevant State power to it under section 51 xxxvii of the Australian Constitution.

StructureS: Alternative Consistent Legislation. Host legislation in one jurisdiction is utilised

by otherjurisdictions which pass legislation stating that certain matters will be lawful in their own

jurisdictions if they would be lawful in the host jurisdiction. The non-host jurisdictions cleanse

their own statute books of provisions inconsistent with the pertinent host legislation.

Structure 6: Mutual Recognition. Recognises the rules and regulations of other jurisdictions.

Mutual recognition of regulations enables goods or services to be traded across jurisdictions. For

example, if goods or services to be traded comply with the legislation in theirjurisdiction of origin

they need not comply with inconsistent requirements otherwise operable in a second jurisdiction,

into which they are imported or sold.

Structure 7: Unilateralism. Each jurisdiction goes its own way. In effect, this is the antithesis

of uniformity.

Structure 8: A on-Binding National Standanic tlodel. Each jurisdiction passes its own

legislation but a national authority is appointed to make decisions under that legislation. Such

decisions are, however, variable by the respective State or Territory Ministers.

Structure 9: Adoptive Recognition. A jurisdiction may choose to recognise the decision

making process of another jurisdiction as meeting the requirements of its own legislation

regardless of whether this recognition is mutual.
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FUNDAMENTAL LEGISLATIVE SCRUTINY PRINCIPLES

Does the legislation have sufficient regard to the rights and liberties ofindividnals?

1. Are rights, freedoms or obligations, dependent on administrative power only if

sufficiently defined and subject to appropriate review?

2. Is the Bill consistent with principles of natural justice?

3. Does the Bill allow the delegation of administrative power only in appropriate cases

and to appropriate persons? Sections 448c and d of the Interpretation Act 1984.

The matters to be dealt with by regulation should not contain matters that should he

in the Act not subsidiary legislation.

4. Does the Bill reverse the onus of proof in criminal proceedings without adequate

justification?

5. Does the Bill confer power to enter premises, and search for or seize documents or

other property, only with a warrant issued by a judge or other judicial officer?

6. Does the Bill provide appropriate protection against self-incrimination?

7. Does the Bill adversely affect rights and liberties, or impose obligations,

retrospectively?

8. Does the Bill confer immunity from proceeding or prosecution without adequate

justification?

9. Does the Bill provide for the compulsory acquisition of property only with fair

compensation?

10. Does the Bill have sufficient regard to Aboriginal tradition and Island custom?

II. Is the Bill unambiguous and drafted in a sufficiently clear and precise way?

Does the Bill have sufficient regard to the institution of Parliament?

12. Does the Bill allow the delegation of legislative power only in appropriate cases arid

to appropriate persons?

13. Does the Bill sufficiently subject

power instrument to the scrutiny

the exercise of a proposed delegated

of the Legislative Council?

legislative
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14. Does the Bill allow or authorise the amendment of an Act only by another Act?

15. Does the Bill affect parliamentary privilege in any manner?

16. In relation to uniform legislation where the interaction between state and federal

powers is concerned: Does the scheme provide for the conduct of Commonwealth

and State reviews and, if so, are they tabled in State Parliament?
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APPENDIX 5

OSR PROPOSED DRAFT AMENDMENTS

First Home Owner Grunt Amendment Bill 2009 - Draft amendments

Legislative Council

First 1-tome Owner Grant Amendment Bill 2009

No. 021-2

When in Committee on the First Home Owner Grant Amendment Bill 2009:

Minister for Mines and Petroleum representing the Treasurer - To move:

Page 5, after line 7 To insert:

4A A class 6 eligible transaction is an eligible transaction the

commencement date of which is not before I October 2009 and not

after the cut-off date that is a contract for the purchase of an

established home.

4B A class 7 eligible transaction is an eligible transaction the

commencement date of which is not before I October 2009 and not

after the cut-olidate that is

a a contract for the purchase ofa new home or a substantially

renovated home; or

b a comprehensive home building contract for a new home

i C-

i the building work begins within 26 weeks after the

commencement date; and

ii the contract provides to the eftèct that the building

work must be completed within 18 months afler it

begins or, ifthe contract does not provide for a

completion date for the building work, it is

completed within 18 months after it begins;

or

c the building ofa new home by an owner builder if the

eligible transaction is completed before the relevant date.

/CIcrks:

Do not renumber the new subsections or change cross-refrrences to them.!
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Fiiwt Sonic Owner Grant inendineni 81112009- Draft amendments

Clause 10

Minister for Mines and Petroleum representing the Treasurer- To move:

Page 13, lines Ito 4 To delete the lines and insert:

h in relation to a home north oithe 26i parallel oisouih

Latitude, $1 000 000,

ecept that the regulations may prescribe another amount as the

cap amount for the purposes of paragraph a or b.

To: Clerk of the legislative Council

I wish to move the above amendments to this Bill. Please include them on the

Legislative Council's notice paper. Parliamentary Counsel's Office iIl provide an

electronic version when requested to do so.

Minister for Mines and Petroleum
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Legislative Assembly

First Home Owner Grant Amendment Bill 2009

No. 021-2

On consideration in detail ofthe Ei,it Home Owner Grant Amendment 8/112009:

Clause 4

Treasurer- To move:

Page 3, line 8 To delete "class 4 or class 5" and substitute:

class 6 or class 7

Treasurer- To move:

Page 3, line 10 To delete the line and substitute:

a 31 December 2009; or

Treasurer- To move:

Page 3, after line 23 To insert:

da in relation to a class 5 eligible transaction - I April 2011;

or

/Clerks:

Do not renumber the new paragraph or change cross-references to 114

Treasurer- To move:

Page 3, line 24 lo delete "class 5" and substitute:

class 7
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Clause 5

Treasurer- lo move:

Page 4, line 18 To delete "the cut-off date" and substitute:

30 September 2009

Treasurer- To move:

Page 4, line 22 To delete "the cut-ofTdate" and substitute:

30 September 2009

Treasurer- To move:

Page 5, line 9 To insert after "3bi":

or 4Bbi

Treasurer- To move:

PageS. line 10 To delete "3c" and substitute:

3c, 4Bbii, 4Bc

Treasurer- To move:

Page 6, line 7-to delete "class 4 or class 5" and substitute:

class 4, class 5. class 6 or class 7

Clause 6

Treasurer- lo move:

Page 6, line 24 - To delete "$21 000." and substitute:

$21 000; or
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e in the case ofa class 6 eligible transaction vithin the

meaning ofsection 1413 $10500; or

I in the case ofa class 7 eligible transaction within the

meaning of section 14B -$14000.

Clause 7

Treasurer- lo move:

Page 7, line I - To delete h*class 4 or class 5' and substitute:

a class 4, class 5, class 6 or class 7

To: Clerk of the Legislative Assembly

I wish to move the above amendments to this Bill. Please include them on the

legislative Assembly's notice paper. Parliamentary Counsel's Office will provide an

electronic version when requested to do so.

Treasurer
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INTERGOVERNMENTAL
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FEDERAL FINANCIAL

RELATIONS

An agreement between

* the Commonwealth of Australia and

* the States and Territories, being:

* the State of New South Wales;

* the State of Victoria;

* the State of Queensland;

* the State of Western Australia;

* the State of South Australia;

* the State of Tasmania;

* the Australian Capital

* the Northern Territory

This Agreement implements a new framework for federal financial relations

which will provide a robust foundation for collaboration on policy

development and service delivery and facilitate the implementation of

economic and social reforms in areas of national importance.

Territory; and

of Australia.
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Intergovernmental Agreement

on Federal Financial Relations
COUNCIL OF AUSTRALIAN GOVERNMENTS

PRELIMINARIES

1. This Agreement implements a new framework for federal financial relations which will provide a

robust foundation forthe Partes to:

a coUaborate on policy development and service delivery; and

b facilitate the implementation of economic and social reforms;

in areas of national importance.

. In signing this Agreement, the Parties acknowledge that coordinated action is necessary to

address many of the econornc and social challenges which confront the Australian community.

PART 1 - TERMS

3. The Parties to this Agreement the Parties are:

a The Commonwealth of Australia the Commonwealth; and

b The States and Territories, being:

The State of New South Wales;

The State of Victora;

The State of Queensland;

The State of Western Australia;

The State of South Australia;

The State of Tasmania;

The Australian Capital Territory; and

The Northern Territory of Australia.

4. This Agreement will operate indefinitely from i January 2009 unless the Parties by unanimous

agreement in writing revoke it.
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PART 2 - OBJECTIVES

The objective of the framework for federal financial relations is the improvement of the

well-being of all Australians through:

a collaborative working arrangements, including clearly defined roles and responsibilities

and lair and sustainable financial arrangements, to facilitate a focus by the Parties on long

term policy development and enhanced government service delivery;

b enhanced public accountability through simpler, standardised and more transparent

performance reporting by all jurisdictions, with a focus on the achievement of outcomes,

efficient service delivery and timely public reporting;

c reduced administration and compliance overheads;

d stronger incentives to implement economic and social reforms;

e the on-going provision of Goods and Services Tax GST payments to the States and

Territories equivalent to the revenue received from the GST; and

f the equalisation of fiscal capacities between States and Territories.

PART 3 - PRINCIPLES

Primary responsibility for service delivery

6. The Parties recognise that the States and Territories have primary responsibility for many of the

service sectors covered by the National Agreements appended as schedules to this Agreement.

The primacy of State and Territory responsibility in the delivery of services in these sectors is

implicit in the Constitution of the Commonwealth of Australia and it is not the intention of the

Parties to alter the Constitutional responsibility or accountability of the Commonwealth, States

and Territories.

7. Notwithstanding that, the Parties acknowledge that coordinated action is necessary to address

many of the economic and social challenges which confront the Australian community. The

intent of the Parties is that the National Agreements should clarify the responsibilities and

accountabilities of the Commonwealth and the States and Territories.

Focus on improving the well-being of Australians

8. The intent of the Parties in implementing the financial framework is to improve the well-being

of all Australians through improvements in the quality, efficiency and effectiveness of

government service delivery by:

a reducing Commonwealth prescriptions on service delivery by the States and Territories;

b clarifying the roles and responsibilities of the Parties in the delivery of government

services that are the subject of National Agreements set out in schedules to this

Agreement; and
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c enhancing accountabHity to the public for the outcomes achieved or outputs delivered

under National Agreements or National Partnerships.

g. The Parties agree that there will be a rigorous focus on the achievement of outcomes - that is,

mutual agreement or what objectives, outcomes and outputs improve the well-being of

Australians.

Coordinated federal action

io. The Parties have recorded their mutually agreed objectives, outcomes and outputs and

performance indicators for each of the service sectors covered in National Agreements

appended as schedules to this Agreement.

ii. Federal financial relations will be underpinned by a shared commitment to genuinely

cooperative working arrangements.

The Cntjnril nf Anctralian Cinvernmentc COAG will mnnitnr prngrecc nn all acpertc of the

framework for federal financial relations.

13. The Parties acknowledge the need to pursue on-going reform offederal financial relations.

Accountability

14. As improved accountability is a key objective to the framework for federal financial relations,

the Parties commit to improve service delivery by ensuring that the appropriate government is

accountable to its community not just for its expenditure in delivering services, but more

importantly for the quality and efficiency of the services it delivers and the outcomes it

achieves.

a. The Parties comniitto enhancing the accountability of governments to the community through

simpler, standardised and more transparent public performance reporting for all jurisdictions,

underpinned by clearer roles and responsibilities.

i6. The Parties are committed to on-going performance reporting and to working together to

improve performance reporting for the sake of enhanced public accountability.

17. The performance reporting framework will focus on the achievement of results, value for money

and timely provision of publicly available performance information.

i8. The COAG Reform Council will report to the Prime Minister, as chair of COAG, on National

Agreements and National Partnerships, as set out in Schedule A of this Agreement. To assist

the COAG Reform Council in its role, the Productivity Commission will also report to COAG on

the economic impacts and benefits of COAG's agreed reform agenda every two to three years.

Financial support

19. The Commonwealth commits to the provision of on-going financial support for the States' and

Territories' service delivery efforts, through:

a general revenue assistance, including the on-going provision of GST payments, to be used

by the States and Territories for any purpose;

b National Specific Purpose Payments SPP5 to be spent ir the key service delivery sectors;

and
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c National Partnership payments to support the delivery of specified outputs or projects, to

facilitate reforms or to reward those jurisdictions that deliver on nationally significant

reforms.

20. National SPPs may be associated with National Agreements, but there is no provision for

National SPPs to be withheld in the case of ajurisdiction not meeting a performance benchmark

specified in a National Agreement.

21- National Agreements will not include financial or other input controls imposed on service

delivery by the States and Territories.

22. The Parties agree to review periodically, and at least every five years, the level of

Commonwealth funding support to ensure its on-going adequacy.

23. All intergovernmental financial transfers other than for Commonwealth own-purpose expenses

wil! be subject to this Agreement. However, Commonwealth own-purpose expenses may form

part of National Agreements or National Partnerships where they contribute to mutually agreed

objectives.

Greater incentives for economic and social reform

24. The Commonwealth will provide National Partnership payments to the States and Territories to

support the delivery of specified outputs or projects, to facilitate reforms or to reward those

jurisdictions that deliver on nationally significant reforms or service delivery improvements.

PART 4 - PROVISION OF GST REVENUE TO THE STATES

25 The Commonwealth will make GST payments to the States and Territories equivalent to the

revenue received from the GST, subjed to the arrangements in this Agreement. GST payments

will be freely available for use by the States and Territories for any purpose.

26. The Commonwealth will distribute GST payments among the States and Territories in

accordance with the principle of horizontal fiscal equalisation.

PART S - INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS

27. This Agreement replaces the intergovernmental Agreement on the Reform of

Commonwealth-State Financial Relations.

28. The schedules to this Agreement may be amended or revoked, and new schedules added, by

agreement of the Parties. Where noted in this Agreement, some GST policy issues require

unanimous agreement.

29. The Ministerial Council for Commonwealth-State Financial Relations will be renamed the

Ministerial Council for Federal Financial Relations and, within the framework established by

COAG, will oversee the operation of this Agreement. The Ministerial Council will comprise the

Treasurers of the Commonwealth, the States and Territories or their designated

representatives and will be chaired by the Commonwealth.
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30. The Parties have confirmed their commitment tothis agreement as follows:

Signed for and on behalf of the Coin i?,oiru'ealtli

of Australia by

The Honourable Kevin Rudd MP

Prime Minister of the Commonwealth of Australia

January 2009

Signed for sitid on behalf of the Signed 1'r and on behalf of the

State of New South Wiles by State of Victoria by

The Honourable Nathan Rees MP The Honourable John Brumby MP

Premier of the State of New South Wales Premier of the State of Victoria

December 2008 December 2008

Signed for and on behalf of fire Signed for and on behalf of the

State of Queensland by State of Western Australia by

The Honourable Anna Bligh MP The Honourable Cohn Barnett MP

Premier of the State of Queensland Premier of the State of Western Australia

December 2008 December 2008

Signed for and on behalf of the Signed for and on behalf of the

State of South Australia by State of Tasmania by

The Honourable Mike Rann MP The Honourable David Bartlett MP

Premier of the State of South Australia Premier of the State of Tasmania

December zoo8 December 2008

Signed for and on behalf of the Anstraluin Signed for arid on behalf of the Worthern

capihil Territory 11/ Territory by

Jon Stanhope MLA The Honourable Paul Henderson MLA

Chief Ministerof the Australian Capital Territory Chief Ministerof the Northern Territory of Australia

DeCember 2008 December 2008
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SCHEDULES TO THE INTERGOVERNMENTAL AGREEMENT

A INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS

B TAXATION REFORM

C PUBLIC ACCOUNTABILITY AND PERFORMANCE REPORTING

D PAYMENT ARRANGEMENTS

E POLICY AND REFORM OBJECTIVES

F NATIONAL AGREEMENTS
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Schedule A

Definitions and

Institutional Arrangements
INTERGOVERNMENTAL AGREEMENT

ON FEDERAL FINANCIAL RELATIONS

DEFINITIONS

National Agreement An agreement defining the objectives, outcomes outputs and

performance indicators, and clarifying the roles and responsibilities, that

will guide the Commonwealth and the States and Territories in the

delivery of services across a particularsector.

National SPP A Commonwealth financial contribution to support State and Territory

delivery of services in a particular sector

National Partnership agreement An agreement defining the objectives, outputs and performance

benchmarks related to the delivery of specified projects, to facilitate

reforms or to reward those jurisdictions that deliver on national reforms

or achieve service delivery improvements.

National Partnership payment A Commonwealth payment to the States and Territories, in respect of a

National Partnership agreement, to support the delivery of specified

projects, to facilitate reforms orto reward those jurisdictions that deliver

on national reforms orachieve service delivery improvements.

Objectives Describe the mutually-agreed overarching aspirations for each new

National Agreement.

Outcomes Describe the impact a government activity is expected to have on

community well-being. Outcomes should tie strategic, high level and

observable goals expressed in clear, measurable and achievableterms.

Outputs Describe the services being delivered by governments to achieve

outcomes. Alternatively they may be used as a proxy for outcomes

where outcomes are not readily observable. Outputs can also help to

define roles and responsibilities. Outputs should be high level, as

detailed outputs run the risk of constraining States responses to

changing demand cost drivers, priorities and service delivery models.

Performance indicator Data which informs the community about how governments are

progressing towards achieving the objectives, outcomes and outputs.
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Performance benchmark A quantifiable change in a performance indicator, usually expressed in

respect of a period of time - for example, an X per cent increase in X by

20XX. Where necessary to inform the community performance

benchmarks should be £e.v in number high-level and reflect the highest

order, most challenging goalstoward attainment of outcomes.

COUNCIL OF AUSTRALIAN GOVERNMENTS

Ai The Council of Australian Governments COAG is the peak intergovernmental forum in

Australia. Its role includes initiating, developing, endorsing and monitoring the implementation

of policy reforms of national significance which require cooperative action by Australian

Governments.

A2 COAG is the key decision-making body with respect to implementation of the new framework

for federal financial relations, and will monitor progress on all aspects of the new framework.

MINISTERIAL COUNCIL FOR FEDERAL FINANCIAL RELATIONS

A3 Within the framework determined by COAG, the Ministerial Council is able to determine

matters relating to this Agreement, but will referto COAG matters which:

a have major cross portfolio or whole of government implications; or

b relate to the operations of the COAG Reform Council.

A4 The functions of the Ministerial Council include:

a the general oversight of the operation of this Agreement on behalf of COAG

b an on-going role in monitoring the maintenance of reforms in this Agreement and in

making recommendations to COAG for its consideration and endorsenent, particularly in

respect of

i ensuring to the fullest extent possible that National Agreements and National

Partnerships are aligned with the design principles in Schedule E;

H ensuring that National Partnerships in a sector covered by a National Agreement

are aligned with the objectives of that National Agreement;

Hi ensuring that National Partnerships support the delivery of clearly specified outputs

or projects, orfacilitate the implementation of, or reward the delivery of, reforms of

national significance;

iv negotiating base funding levels and growth factors for National SPPs, having regard

to the objectives and outcomes agreed by the relevant COAG Working Group or

Ministerial Council;

v negotiating the funding levels for reform-based National Partnerships;

vi developing principles forthe funding levels of project-based National Partnerships;

vii assessing whether expiring National Partnerships should be converted into existing

or new National SPPs or general revenue assistance; and
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viH maintaining a register of the national minimum data sets required to allow

comparative reporting of governments' achievement against agreed objectives and

outcomes

c the oversight of the operation of the Goods and Services Tax GST, including

i approving changes to the GST base and rate;

U maintaining a performance agreement with the Australian Taxation Office in

respect of its efficient and cost-effective administration ofthe GST;

iii considering reports of the GST Administration Sub-Committee on-

1 proposed changes to the GST base;

2 the performance of the Australian Taxation Office in GST administration;

3 other matters of operational significance;

d discussion of Commonwealth Grants Commission recommendations regarding GST

revenue sharing relativities prior to the Commonwealth Treasurer making a

determination;

e development and oversight of a new National Performance Reporting System

Schedule C, in consultation with relevant COAG Working Groups and Ministerial

Councils;

f monitoring compliance with the conditions governing the provision of assistance to first

home owners set out below;

g monitoring compliance with the Commonwealth's undertakings with respect to financial

support to the States and Territories;

h reviewing the operation of the Agreement over time and considering any amendments

which may be proposed to COAG as a consequence of such review;

i reviewing funding adequacy under this Agreement, not less than every five years, with an

on-going role of monitoring the reporting of outcomes to identify issues that might

trigger earlier consideration of funding adequacy and related outcomes;

j considering on-going reform of federal financial relations;

1< considering other matters covered in this Agreement; and

I such other matters as are referred to the Council by COAG.

A The Treasurer of the Commonwealth will be the chair of the Council and will convene the

Ministerial Council, in consultation with the other members of the Council, not less than once

each financial year. If the Commonwealth Treasurer receives a request from a member of the

Council, consultation will occur with the other members concerning convening a meeting. The

Council may also conduct its business by correspondence.

AG All questions arising in the Ministerial Council will be determined by unanimous agreement

unless otherwise specified in this Agreenent.
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A7 The Ministerial Council will provide annually a report to the Department of the Prime Minister

and Cabinet as set out in the protocols and principles governing Ministerial Council operations

and reporting requirements.

A8 The Ministerial Council will oversee the GST Administration Sub-Committee comprised of

Commonwealth, State and Territory officials to monitor the operation of the GST, make

recommendations regarding possible changes to the GST base and rate, and to monitor the

Australian Taxation Office's performance in GST administration.

OTHER MINISTERIAL COUNCILS AND COAG WORKING GROUPS

Ag The role of relevant Ministerial Councils, other than the Ministerial Council for Federal Financial

Relations, and relevant COAG Working Groups with respect to this Agreement includes

recommending to COAG on:

a development of objectives, outcomes, outputs and performance indicators for National

Agreements; and

b propo5ing new specific projects and reforms which could be supported by National

Partnerships.

COAG REFORM COUNCIL

Mo The COAG Reform Council will continue as an independent body, reporting to COAG.

An As set out in this Agreement, or otherwise requested by COAG, the Council will report to the

Prime Minister, as Chair of COAG, On:

a the publication of performance information for all jurisdictions against National

Agreement outcomes and performance benchmarks;

b production of an analytical overview of performance information for each National

Agreement, and National Partnership tothe extent it supports the objectives in a National

Agreement, noting that the Council would draw on a range of sources, including existing

subject experts;

c independent assessment of whether predetermined performance benchmarks have been

achieved before an incentive payment to reward nationally significant reforms under

National Partnerships is made;

d monitoring the aggregate pace of activity in progressing COAG's agreed reform agenda;

and

e other matters referred by COAG.

An Through the assessment and reporting process, the Council will highlight examples of good

practice and performance, but will not have a policy-advising role.
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MANAGEMENT OF THE GST

Management of the GST rate

A13 A proposal to vary the rate of the GST will require;

a the unanimous support of the State and Territory Governments;

b the endorsement by the Commonwealth Government of the day; and

c the passage of relevant legislation by both Houses of the Commonwealth Parliament.

Management of the GST base

A14 Subject to Clauses Aa Aa6 and A17, any proposal to vary the GST base will require:

a the unanimous support of the State and Territory Governments;

b the endorsement by the Commonwealth Government of the day; and

c the passage of relevant legislation by both Houses of the Commonwealth Parliament.

M Future changes to the GST base should be consistent with:

a the maintenance of the integrity of the tax base;

b simplicity of administration; and

c minimising compliance costs for taxpayers.

Aa6 A proposal to vary the GST base by way of a Ministerial determination under the GST Act will

require the unanimous agreement of the Ministerial Council.

A17 Charges to the GST base to maintain the integrity of the 651 base or to prevent tax avoidance

will only require the majority support of the Commonwealth, the States and the Territories.

ADMINISTRATION OF THE GST

Australian Taxation Office

At8 The Commissioner of Taxation has the general administration of the GST law.

At9 The Australian Taxation Office will arrange for the Australian Customs Service to assist with the

collection of the 651 on imports.

A2o The States and Territories will compensate the Commonwealth for the agreed costs incurred by

the Australian Taxation Office in administering the GST, including costs incurred by the

Australian Customs Service.
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An Accountability and performance arrangements between the Australian Taxation Office and the

Ministerial Council wiH be the subject of a GST Administration Performance Agreement. These

arrangements will include administrative transparency and accountability through a range of

effectiveness and efficiency measures The objective is to optimise voluntary compliance by

effectively managing the administrative and compliance risks to the GST system.

GST Administration Sub-Committee

An The GST Administration Sub-Committee, will monitor the operation and administration of the

GST and make recommendations to the Ministerial Council for Federal Financial Relations

regarding modifications to the GST and the administration of the GST.

A23 The GST Administration Sub-Committee will comprise Treasury officials from each Party to the

Agreement, as well as representatives from the Australian Taxation Office as required. The

Commonwealth Treasury will chairthe GST Administration Sub Committee.

A24 The Chair will convene the GST Administration Sub-Committee in consultation with other

members of the Sub-Committee as often as maybe necessary, and not less than once per year,

to conduct its business. If the Chair receives a request from a member of the Sub-Committee,

the Chair will consult with the other members concerning convening a meeting.

A25 The functions of the GST Administration Sub-Committee will include;

a monitoring the performance of the Australian Taxation Office in the administration of the

C ST;

b assessing policy proposals for the modification of the GST rate and base;

c making recommendations to the Ministerial Council on the need for legislation which

might significantly affect the GST base; and

d requesting the Australian Taxation Office to produce draft Public Rulings in specified

areas.

A26 The States and Territories will be consulted on draft Public Rulings prior to consideration by the

Australian Taxation Office Rulings Panel and before public consultation. There will be a

representative from the States and Territories on theAustralian Taxation Office Rulings Panel in

relation to GST matters.

A27 Public rulings will not be referred to the Ministerial Council. However, the GST Administration

Sub-Committee will refer a proposed change to an Australian Taxation Office interpretative

viewtothe Ministerial Council forconsideration ifit is of the viewthatthe change could have a

sigruficant impact on CST revenues.

APPLICATION OF THE GST TO GOVERNMENT

A28 The Parties intend that the Commonwealth, States, Territories and local governments and their

statutory corporations and authorities will operate as if they were subject to the GST legislation.

They will be entitled to register, pay CST or make voluntary or notional payments where

necessary and will be entitled to claim input tax credits in the same way as non-government

organisations. All such payments will be included in GST revenue.
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GOVERNMENT TAXES AND CHARGES

A29 The Parties agree that Division Si of the 651 Act will exempt Australian taxes, fees and charges

from GST in accordance with the following principles:

a taxes that are in the nature of a compulsory impost for general purposes and compulsory

charges by the way of fines or penalties will be exempt from GST;

b regulatory charges that do not relate to particular goods or services will be exempt from

GST, including

i fees and charges levied on specific industries 2nd used to finance particular

regulatory or other activities in the government sector; and

ii licences, permits and certifications that are required by government prior to

undertaking a general activity.

FIRST HOME OWNERS SCHEME

A3o The States and Territories will assist first home buyers through the funding and administration

of a uniform First Home Owners Scheme, consistent with the following principles.

a Ehgible applicants will be entitled to t7,000 assistance per application on eligible homes

underthe First Home Owners Scheme.

5 Assistance will be available directly as a one off payment. If the recipient expressly

consents, it may be available as an offset against statutory levies and charges or some

combination of these.

c Eligible applicants must be natural persons at least iS years of age who are Australian

citizens or permanent residents who are buying or building their first home in Australia.

An applicant's spouse or de facto must be included on the application. States and

Territories will have discretion in allowing applicants to be aged below iS years of age in

genuine cases where applicants are not trying to circumventthe eligibility criteria.

d To qualify for assistance, neither the applicant nor the applicant's spouse or de facto

must have previously owned a home, eitherjointly, separately or with some other person.

e Entering into a binding contract, or commencement of building in the case of owner

builders, must have occurred on or after i July 2000.

f An eligible home will be a new or established house, home unit, flat or other type of self

contained fixed dwelling that meets local planning standards. Fixed dwellings will include

demountable dwellings where these meet local planning standards.

g An eligible home must be intended to be a principal place of residence and occupied

within a reasonable period. The home must be located in the State or Territory in which

the application is made. Applicants who have entered into a financing mechanism which

involves a shared equity arrangement will be eligible.

h Assistance will not be means tested. From the date of expiry of the Australian

Government's First Home Owners' Boost, the States and Territories will be able to set a

cap on the value of property purchased in order for an applicant to be eligible for a First

Home Owner's Scheme grant. Any cap may not be less than i.4 times the relevant
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jurisdictions capital city median house price as at the quarter immediately preceding the

date of the impositon of the cap. If a jurisdiction sets a cap, it must be reviewed on the

anniversary of the imposition of the cap and amended to ensure the cap remains no less

than 1.4 times the relevant jurisdiction's capital city median house price as at the quarter

immediately preceding the date of review.

i The relevant State and Territory legislation will contain adequate administrative review

and appeal mechanisms, along with provision to prevent abuse of the First Home Owners

Scheme. The States and Territories will cooperate in the exchange of information to

identify eligible first home owners.

A31 Further details concerning eligibility criteria consistent with the above principles are to be

agreed between the Commonwealth arid each State and Territory.

A32 The States and Territories will not introduce or vary any taxes or charges associated with home

purchase with the intention of offsetting the benefits of the First Home Owners Scheme for

recipients.
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